Recent insights into cigarette smoking as a lifestyle risk factor for breast cancer
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Abstract: There have been many cohort studies published reviewing the epidemiological evidence that links breast cancer to cigarette smoking, yet the underlying mechanisms are largely unknown and research studies are few and incomplete. Although cohort studies are important in establishing a connection between breast cancer and cigarette smoking, basic science research is necessary to prove the relationship and to highlight potential interventions and drug targets that can be used to manage the disease. This subject has been controversial for many decades; however, there has been a recent resurgence in interest because of the widespread acknowledgment of the role lifestyle choices play in cancer development and progression. This review will detail the current statistics associated with cigarette smoking and discuss recent cohort and basic research studies that highlight the association of cigarette smoking and breast cancer initiation and progression.
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Cigarette smoking: still an epidemic

Cigarette smoking is associated with increased morbidity and mortality around the world and remains a prevalent lifestyle choice, despite aggressive antismoking campaigns in recent years. Approximately 16% of all US adults are classified as smokers.\(^1,2\) As such, tobacco use remains the single largest preventable cause of death and disease in the USA.\(^1\) According to the Center for Disease Control, smoking leads to nearly half a million premature deaths and the loss of over 5 million years of potential life in both children and adults.\(^2,3\)

Despite a general decline during the past three decades, year-to-year decreases in prevalence have been seen only intermittently recently.\(^1,4\) In contrast to the USA, tobacco consumption rates are rising in the developing world, with the greatest amount of smokers in the western Pacific.\(^2\) There are ~1.1 billion smokers worldwide, and 80% of these smokers live in low- and middle-income countries, making this a worldwide epidemic.\(^2\) Globally, smoking leads to 6 million deaths a year, with over 600,000 of those deaths attributed to secondhand smoke.\(^5\)

In the USA, smoking is prevalent among American Indians (29%), whites (18%), and blacks (18%).\(^2\) Cigarette smoking is least prevalent in persons with undergraduate (8%) and graduate degrees (5%) and highest among those individuals with general education diplomas (43%).\(^2\) Poverty status is closely tied to education status; thus, it is not surprising that cigarette smoking was highest in individuals living below the poverty line (26%) versus those who live at or above the poverty line (15%).\(^2\)
Smoking-related illness costs >$300 billion a year in the USA alone.1 This includes nearly $170 billion in direct medical care for adults and $156 billion in lost productivity.3 Despite the toll of cigarette smoking on both public health and the economy, the tobacco industry is booming; 15 billion cigarettes are sold in the world daily. Efforts to reduce smoking include bans of advertisement, picture warnings, restrictions on sales to minors, and taxation. Most countries have minimal to zero restrictions on tobacco advertising; only 29 countries have a complete ban in place.1 Tobacco excise tax is the most effective control for tobacco usage, as it targets populations with lower socioeconomic status who make up the highest group of smokers. Despite the efficacy of taxation, few countries have a tobacco tax substantial enough to affect tobacco consumption.5

**Cellular response to toxins in cigarette smoke**

More than 16 million Americans live with a smoking-related disease.5 The toxins in cigarette smoke have access to almost every organ of the body; thus, smokers are more likely than nonsmokers to develop a wide range of diseases, including heart disease, stroke, pulmonary disease, and cancer.1 Smoking has been linked to numerous cancers including those of the lung, kidney, pancreas, colon, bladder, larynx, and esophagus.5 Tumorigenesis requires the repeated use of cigarettes, which is easily achieved by the vast majority of active smokers because of the addictive nature of nicotine.6 The subsequent dangers of cigarette smoking arise from the ~70 carcinogenic materials out of the total 7,000 chemicals in cigarettes. Perhaps the most notable and studied carcinogens include polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and tobacco-specific nitrosamines.5 These carcinogens are metabolically activated and result in the production of DNA adducts, which can evade cellular repair mechanisms, allowing for replication of permanent mutations.6 Human cancer mutation signatures have been identified that correlate with tobacco smoking and are likely caused by polycyclic hydrocarbons and subsequent DNA adduct production.7 In addition, tobacco carcinogen-derived mutations have been associated with several oncogenes, such as Ki-ras2 Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog, and tumor suppressor genes like p53.5,9 This mechanism continues to be studied in human lung cancer, but it is largely unexplored in other cancers.

**Effects of cigarette smoke on cancer cells and established tumors**

Many studies have looked at the effects of cigarette smoking on tumorigenesis, yet very little research has investigated the effects of cigarette smoking in cancer patients.10 A recent Surgeon General’s report associated cancer patients who smoke with higher rates of recurrence.1 The report also claimed increased risk of secondary cancers and mortality rates for smokers.1 Several studies have looked at the impact of cigarette smoke on cell proliferation in cancer cells. Increased cell proliferation following cigarette smoke component exposure has been seen in esophageal, breast, and lung cancer cells.11,12 In addition to cell proliferation, cigarette smoke can induce migration in cancer cells, a hallmark of tumor progression.13 Incubation with cigarette components results in increased cell migration in several human cell lines, including colon, prostate, gastric, breast, and ovarian cancer cells.14-18

Immunomodulation has also been affected by cigarette smoke exposure to cancer cells. Nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-κB) serves as a regulator of genes involved in immune responses, such as cytokines, and those involved in cell survival.19 Total particulate matter from cigarettes induced the activation of NF-κB in human histiocytic lymphoma, epithelial adenocarcinoma, non–small cell lung carcinoma, and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma.20

The negative effects of cigarette smoke on cancer cells have serious implications for cancer patients undergoing treatment. Smoking throughout treatment is associated with increased mortality and treatment-related complications.21 Peppone et al found that smokers undergoing cancer treatment had a higher total symptom burden when compared with nonsmokers.21 This study also showed that smoking cessation before treatment resulted in a lower total symptom burden comparable to nonsmokers.21 Follow-up studies have shown that breast cancer survivors who continue to smoke have a 2.2-fold increased risk of contralateral breast cancer among breast cancer survivors, suggesting that smoking cessation would be beneficial.22 An ongoing clinical trial is evaluating the efficacy of smoking cessation intervention among cancer patients, including breast cancer, and investigating its effects on quality of life and symptoms.23

**The association between smoking and breast cancer**

Breast cancer is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer and is the second leading cause of cancer mortality among women.24 The Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program (SEER) of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) estimates 246,660 new breast cancer cases in 2016, representing 14% of all new cancer cases. Although primarily a disease in women, in 2013, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported 2,000 new breast cancer
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Cohort studies

The association between breast cancer and smoking has been controversial. Several cohort studies published in the 1990s found little evidence for increased breast cancer risk and reviews of studies published in the early 2000s stated that the association was unclear. In 2009, the Canadian Expert Panel on Tobacco Smoke and Breast Cancer Risk concluded that active smoking and breast cancer is consistent with causality. The same panel also concluded consistent causality between secondhand smoke exposure and premenopausal breast cancer. In addition, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) met to reassess the effects of tobacco smoke on several cancers, reviewing over 150 epidemiological studies, and concluded that evidence exists, although limited, for tobacco smoke carcinogenicity in breast cancer.

A recent cohort study by Luo et al found a 9% increased risk of breast cancer between former smokers and nonsmokers. This risk was even greater at 16% for current smokers. In addition to considering smoking alone, several cohort studies have identified risk factors involving specific habits of cigarette smoking, which include duration of smoking, number of cigarettes smoked, age at initiation, and years of cessation. Xue et al found breast cancer incidence to be elevated in ever smokers versus never smokers (hazard ratio [HR] 1.07, 95% confidence interval [CI]) when adjusted for several factors, including age, family history, menarche age, body mass index, oral contraceptive use, history of benign breast disease, alcohol consumption, passive smoking, and age at first birth. However, the study reported comparable HRs between past and current smokers (HR 1.09 versus 1.06, 95% CI), suggesting that cessation had little effect following long-term smoking. A slight increase in incidence was seen with every increase of 20 pack-years, and increased HR for duration, quantity, and start age of smoking. The HR was elevated for those women who smoked 25 or more cigarettes a day (HR 1.14, 95% CI), smoked 20 years or longer (HR 1.07, 95% CI), and/or started smoking at or before 17 years of age (HR 1.07, 95% CI). In support, another recent study showed that smoking 40 or more cigarettes per day had the strongest association with the risk of breast cancer (HR 1.17, 95% CI). According to the Surgeon General’s report, the meta-analysis of 22 cohort and case–control studies did not provide a definitive answer as to whether smoking at a younger age provides a greater risk than developing the habit at older age. However, a recent pooled analysis by Gaudet et al, which included 934,681 participants, concluded that there was an 18% higher risk of breast cancer for women who smoked for >10 years before first birth.

Several studies have investigated at patients who have already developed breast cancer. Pierce et al found that breast cancer patients who were former smokers with more than a 30 pack-year history had a 37% increased risk of breast cancer recurrence and 54% increased risk of overall breast cancer mortality when compared with nonsmoking patients. Overall mortality from any cause was increased by 60% for these heavy smokers.

In addition to active smoking, several studies have looked at passive smoking. A report by IARC in 2004 stated that passive smoke (secondhand smoke) contains higher levels of several carcinogens, including benzene, formaldehyde, and N-nitrosamines. The European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition that conducted the largest cohort analysis on smoking and breast cancer to date found higher risk of breast cancer for women who were former and current smokers, and who were currently exposed to passive smoking when compared with never smokers and those who were unexposed to passive smoking.

Despite the results from numerous cohort studies, there are several confounding factors that have contributed to the controversial standing on cigarette smoking and breast cancer. Alcohol consumption, an identified risk factor for breast cancer, is positively correlated with cigarette smoking. Studies have tried to control for this confounding factor, yet problems with self-reported alcohol use have provided discrepancies and unreliable results. Other factors include mammography screening, which few studies have controlled for. Higher screening rates exist for nonsmokers and former

diagnoses in men and 400 deaths. It is not surprising then, that the lifetime risk of developing breast cancer for women is 12.4%. According to the CDC, known risk factors include age, family history of breast cancer, obesity, alcohol use, and genetic mutations such as BRCA1/2, dense breast tissue, oral contraceptive use, and combination hormone therapy use.

Ductal carcinoma in situ is the most common histopathological type of breast cancer. Invasive ductal carcinoma can then metastasize from the primary site, most commonly to the bone, lung, and liver. Metastatic cancers account for the majority of cancer deaths rather than the primary tumor formation. According to the NCI’s SEER program, ~6% of patients already have metastatic disease by the time of first diagnosis, which makes treatment challenging and clinical management of metastasis imperative.
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smokers than current active smokers. Hence, incidence reporting may be biased because of possible undetected cancers in a large number of unscreened active smokers.\(^6\) Smoking may not only affect incidence rates but also affect the survival of patients with a previously established breast cancer, thus adding to the complication of these studies.\(^5\)

**Laboratory studies**

While less basic science research has been performed, the results from laboratory studies provide a compelling case for the role of cigarette smoke-mediated breast cancer development and progression. The most notable starting point for the basis of these studies was to discover if cigarette smoke components reach the breast tissue. Components of cigarette smoke have been found in the nipple aspirate of female smokers.\(^4^1\) In addition, the presence of smoking-related DNA adducts in epithelial cells of breast milk demonstrate that cigarette components access breast tissue.\(^4^1,4^2\) Several mechanisms have been proposed for the development of cigarette smoke-induced breast cancer. Carcinogens found in cigarette smoke have caused mammary tumors in rodents, including Benzo[a]pyrene, isoprene, and ethylene oxide.\(^4^3\) The formation of DNA adducts has been proven to be a widespread mechanism for tumor development as a result of cigarette smoking.\(^6\)

Smoking-induced mechanisms underlying tumor progression and metastasis have also been reported. Important studies have identified increased motility and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in breast tumor cells exposed to cigarette smoke.\(^1^1,1^5,4^4\) Di Cello et al showed that both normal mammary and breast cancer cells acquired fibroblastoid morphology when exposed to cigarette smoke.\(^4^4\) When cigarette smoke extract (CSE)-treated normal mammary epithelial cells were introduced into mice, they demonstrated better survival and colonization of mammary ducts.\(^4^4\) CSE-treated MCF-7 breast tumor cells were injected into the mammary pad of mice, and metastasis was seen in the lung of all mice versus no metastasis in mice injected with untreated MCF-7 cells, suggesting that cigarette smoke promotes invasion.\(^4^4\) The EMT process involves the loss of tumor cell adhesion from the basement membrane and enhancement of the invasive and migratory capabilities of tumor cells.\(^4^5\) Dasgupta et al reported alterations in several EMT markers when MCF-7 and MDA-MB-468 breast cancer cells were incubated with nicotine. Epithelial markers, such as E-cadherin and B-catenin, were decreased upon nicotine exposure, whereas mesenchymal markers, such as fibronectin and vimentin, were increased.\(^1^1\) We showed increased cell motility in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells exposed to CSE, which could be abrogated by inhibition of calcium-independent phospholipase A\(_2\) (iPLA\(_2\)), a precursor of platelet-activating factor (PAF).\(^1^5\) CSE treatment also resulted in increased PAF and PAF receptor (PAF-R) expression.\(^1^5\) CSE-treated MDA-MB-231 cells were added to human lung microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC-D) exhibited increased cell adherence when compared with untreated cells.\(^4^6\) The increased cell adherence could be abrogated by pretreatment with (S)-bromoenol lactone ((S)-BEL, an iPLA\(_2\)\(_{B}\) inhibitor) and Ginkgolide B, a PAF-R antagonist.\(^4^6\) These studies suggest that cigarette smoke induces cell motility and increased cell adhesion, which could be, in part, due to PAF accumulation and increased PAF-R expression.

In addition to breast cell-based studies, several groups have identified gene polymorphisms that may contribute to breast cancer development and mortality. Slattery et al examined genes in the Janus kinase (JAK)/signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)/suppressor of cytokine signaling (SOCS) signaling pathways, which are involved in immune function and cell proliferation and have been implicated in various cancers. Their study found that several single-nucleotide polymorphisms in JAK2, STAT4, and SOCS2 interacted with cigarette smoking status to alter breast cancer mortality.\(^4^7\) Several groups have investigated gene polymorphisms in N-acetyltransferase 2 (NAT2).\(^4^8^-^5^0\) NAT2 is an important enzyme responsible for the metabolic activity of aryl and heterocyclic amines, both found in cigarette smoke and capable of initiating carcinogenesis.\(^5^1\) Kasajova et al discovered NAT2 gene polymorphisms associated with long-term smokers, which could potentially predict breast cancer development in women.\(^4^8\)

**Future directions**

Despite recent interest in cigarette smoke-mediated breast cancer, cohort studies have provided complicated results, and basic laboratory studies are still underway. Variations in smoker’s lifestyles, including number of pack years, age of initiation, preexisting conditions, alcohol use, and genetic differences, have all contributed to complications when performing human studies. In addition, very few animal studies have been conducted because of the long-term cigarette smoke exposure required, yet these studies would provide novel insight into mechanisms that may lead to breast tumor initiation. Future research should aim at in vivo studies that could account for the large pack-year history required for cigarette smoke-derived breast tumorigenesis, metastasis, and mortality as well as control for variations in lifestyle habits.
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Figure 1 Cigarette smoke extract induced changes in breast epithelial cells. Abbreviation: EMT, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition.

In summary, it is reasonable to conclude that long-term cigarette smoking provides a clear risk for breast cancer and worsened disease. Several cohort studies have shown that longer duration, increased amount, and beginning age of smoking are associated with high risk of breast cancer. Laboratory research has shown the effect of cigarette smoke components on normal mammary epithelial cells, which include increased motility, survival, colonization, and transition to mesenchymal phenotype (Figure 1).

Pretreatment of breast cancer cells with CSE has resulted in increased motility, adherence, and mesenchymal markers. Studies in human smokers have identified gene polymorphisms such as NAT2, which may confer higher risk of breast cancer. Overall, cigarette smoke can be considered an important risk factor for breast cancer development and progression. Future studies should aim at further elucidating the biochemical pathway for which these pathologies occur.
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